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ABSTRACT

Recent numerical simulations and experiments on sodium Laser Guide Star (LGS) have shown that a continuous
wave (CW) laser with circular polarization and re-pumping should maximize the fluorescent photon return flux
to the wavefront sensor for adaptive optics applications. The orientation and strength of the geomagnetic field
in the sodium layer also play an important role affecting the LGS return flux. Field measurements of the LGS
return flux show agreement with the CW LGS model, however, fluctuations in the sodium column abundance and
geomagnetic field intensity, as well as atmospheric turbulence, induce experimental uncertainties. We describe a
laboratory experiment to measure the photon return flux from a sodium vapor cell illuminated with a 589 nm CW
laser beam, designed to approximately emulate a LGS under controlled conditions. Return flux measurements
are carried out controlling polarization, power density, re-pumping, laser linewidth, and magnetic field intensity
and orientation. Comparison with the numerical CW simulation package Atomic Density Matrix are presented
and discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Artificial sodium laser guide stars (LGS) are used as a reference for atmospheric-turbulence compensation adaptive optics systems. Since the first reported demonstration of this technique in 1987,1 there have been significant
efforts to maximize the brightness of a sodium LGS in order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the wavefront
sensing. Therefore, several groups have developed new types of lasers and investigated the atomic interaction
of sodium with a resonant laser beam. Testing of different laser formats is usually carried out in the field to
directly measure the photon return from the LGS in the mesosphere.2 An alternative to field tests is to perform
laboratory-environment experiments using sodium vapor cells.3, 4 Atomic conditions in a vapor cell are different
from the ones found typically in the mesosphere, although a correct understanding of the physical processes involved in a confined volume allows us to compare it with the behavior of a LGS in the mesosphere. A laboratory
LGS test bench enables us to use it as a flexible platform for testing any LGS format under controlled conditions,
as well as a diagnosis tool for any LGS facility.
In this paper, we report on the development of a LGS test bench based on a sodium vapor cell for the
validation of a continuous wave (CW) LGS return flux optimization model.5 This experiment complements the
results from the return flux field-test campaign performed by the European Southern Observatory (ESO) at
Tenerife island as reported in a related paper in these proceedings.6
In Section 2 we present the CW LGS return flux model and the parameters used for the vapor cell experiment.
In Section 3 we describe the experimental setup and characterization of the key variables (linewidth, repumping
ratio, beam size, and polarization). In Section 4 we show the results for backward fluorescence from a vapor cell
and compare with simulations using the LGSBloch Atomic Density Matrix package.7 We conclude in Section 5
and discuss the possibilities of this type of experiment.
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2. MODELING
Several models have been developed to calculate the effective sodium return flux from a LGS. The fluorescence of
sodium atoms under the illumination of a resonant light beam depends on the atmospheric conditions (including
other constituent gases), geomagnetic field, collisions among atoms, and the interaction of the light beam with
sodium. The evolution of this complex interaction can be numerically solved using Bloch equations,8 rate
equations,9 and also methods that combine Bloch and rate equations approaches. In this paper, we follow the
Bloch-equation method as presented by Holzlöhner et al.10 for the optimization of a CW laser guide star. This is
implemented with the LGSBloch package included in the open-source Atomic Density Matrix (ADM)7 package
for Mathematica that we use to perform the sodium return flux simulations. This method takes into account the
following effects: spontaneous and stimulated emission, geomagnetic field, light polarization, recoil, about 100
coupled velocity groups including velocity-changing collisions and spin exchange, finite atomic dwell time, laser
linewidth, and repumping.
In our experiment, we observe the backward fluorescence from sodium atoms, contained in vapor cell with
no buffer gas, excited with a 589.1 nm CW laser beam. The environmental conditions and dynamics inside
the vapor cell differ from those in the mesosphere. The key environmental parameters affecting the behavior of
sodium atoms in a vapor cell are: temperature, velocity-changing collision rate and spin-exchange rate.
The mean free path ` of a gas at temperature T , pressure P , and particle diameter dp is given by:11
`=

kB T
√ ,
πd2p P 2

(1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. We assume the diameter of the sodium atom as twice its Wan-der-Waals
radius of 227 pm. For a gas cell at 383 K, the sodium vapor pressure is P = 4.7 · 10−5 Pa, giving a mean free
path of 122 m.
In our vapor cell, collisions with the walls are spin-randomizing, since we are not using any spin-preserving
coating. We use a vapor cell without any buffer gas, and because the dimensions of the vapor cell are much
smaller than the sodium mean free path ` at the experiment conditions, a sodium atom will likely collide with
the cell walls before a collision with another atom. We assume that every wall collision will completely reset the
velocity and spin of an atom and will introduce a “fresh” sodium atom to the system. The rate for this process
is characterized by the average wall-to-wall collision rate.
For a system in thermodynamic equilibrium, the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution gives the mean
speed of a molecule as follows:11
r
8RT
v=
,
(2)
πM
where R is the gas constant, and M is the molar mass of sodium. For T =383 K, the average velocity of sodium
atoms is 594 m/s. The average distance `w between wall-to-wall collisions in a cylindrical cell of radius R and
length L is given by:12
RL
`w = 2
.
(3)
R+L
For a vapor cell of 100 mm long by 23 mm internal diameter, the mean wall collision path length `w is 20.6 mm.
Therefore, the characteristic wall-to-wall collision rate for the vapor cell system is given by v/`w = 1/(35 µs).
If we assume that the laser beam completely fills the vapor cell volume, this parameter can be seen as the
beam–atom exchange rate γex = 1/(35 µs). The estimated typical velocity-changing collision rate of sodium in
meso
the mesosphere is γcc
= 1/(35 µs). The estimated mesosphere spin-exchange rate is about γsmeso = 1/(490 µs)
meso
and the beam atom exchange rate is γex
= 1/(6.0 ms).10
The temperature of the cell weakly affects the parameters mentioned above, and more strongly affects the
vapor pressure of sodium and its atomic density. The absorption cross-section of the sodium D2 line (32 S1/2 →
32 P3/2 ) is shown in Figure 1 for temperatures of 170 K (mesosphere) and 383 K (laboratory). The highest
cross-section peak is centered at the v0 frequency which corresponds to the 32 S1/2 (F = 2) → 32 P3/2 transition,
referred to as the D2 a transition. The second peak corresponds to the 32 S1/2 (F = 1) → 32 P3/2 transition,

referred to as the D2 b transition, which is 1772 MHz above the D2 a frequency. Figure 1 shows that that the
Doppler broadening of the sodium absorption line in the mesosphere is 1 GHz, while at 383 K the FWHM
Doppler profile is 1.49 GHz, leading to a larger overlap between the D2 a and D2 b profiles.
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Figure 1. Sodium absorption cross-section centered at the D2 a transition for gas temperatures of 170 K (mesosphere) and
383 K (vapor cell).

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Figure 2 shows the sodium cell experiment setup. The light source consists of a narrow-band frequency-doubled
Raman fiber amplifier laser, providing up to 7 W of a 589 nm single-mode continuous wave beam. An acoustooptic modulator (AOM) was used for intensity control and amplitude modulation. We have chosen to work with
the first diffraction order because its extinction ratio is larger than the zero-order. A half-wave plate was placed
after the AOM to align the linear polarization to the electro-optics modulator (EOM) axis. The EOM (QUBIG
EO-NA23-5K) was driven with a 1.713 GHz 1W RF signal able to generate the repumping sideband with a
power split ratio near 11%. The half-wave and quarter-wave plates provided polarization control of the beam.
A beamsplitter picks up a fraction of the power to the monitor branch which consists of a 10 GHz free spectral
range Fabry-Perot spectrum analyzer and a power meter. The beam is expanded and collimated by the L1 and
L2 lenses.
The apodizing filter (AF, Edmund Optics #64-385 0.04-1.0 OD) attenuates the central part of the beam
and flattens the intensity profile. A 2” non-polarizing pellicle beamsplitter (Thorlabs BP250 50:50) was used
to reflect the backward fluorescence from the sodium vapor cell to the 2” collecting lens L4 that focuses the
fluorescence into an amplified photodiode (Thorlabs PDA100A). The cell oven was wrapped with a single layer
of high-permeability magnetic shield foil, providing 10 dB of magnetic field attenuation in the transverse laser
beam direction (measured with a fluxgate magnetometer). The light power incident on the cell was measured
with a calibrated photodetector at the output port. The lens-photodiode assembly was swapped with a freespace polarimeter (Thorlabs PAX5710VIS-T) for measuring the polarization state of the beam. When backward
fluorescence measurements were carried out, the output beam was dumped to avoid backward reflection from
the optical components.
The temperature of the vapor cell oven was controlled with a DC power supply set to constant current. The
temperature of the vapor cell was measured at two opposite points (top and bottom) on the surface of the cell
using K-type thermocouples.

Figure 2. Setup for return flux measurements from a sodium vapor cell.

3.1 Laser linewidth
The linewidth of the laser source has been measured using a self-heterodyne scheme.13 In a self-heterodyne
scheme, a frequency shifted branch of the laser beam under test is mixed on a fast photodetector with a delayed
version of the unshifted beam, producing a beat note at the offset frequency with an RF bandwidth twice the
optical linewidth of the beam. With this method, the optical linewidth of a single-mode laser can be measured
in the electric domain with a RF spectrum analyzer. The implementation of this technique can become quite
challenging, as a mode-matching condition must be satisfied. This means that not only must the beams’ intensity
profiles overlap, but also that their wavefronts must have the same curvature on the detector, so that the
interference conditions are uniform over the full detector area. The minimum delay τ0 required for incoherent
mixing must be greater than the inverse of the laser linewidth such that τ0 ≥ 1/∆ν. Figure 3 shows the coherent
and incoherent regimes for different fiber optic delay lengths. Longer optical fibers increase the time delay and
allow measurement of narrower laser linewidths.
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Figure 3. Coherent and incoherent regimes for different fiber optic delay lengths. The shaded region indicates the area
where τ0 ≥ 1/∆ν. The red vertical line indicates the coherence regimes for the experiment’s fiber optic delay line.

Figure 4 shows the setup for the self-heterodyne linewidth measurements. The AOM is driven with a 107 MHz
source, producing a frequency shift in the diffracted orders. The polarization of the zero-order beam is rotated
with a half-wave plate and coupled into a polarization-maintaining single-mode optical fiber (PM980-XP) of 500
meters length. The nominal single-mode cut-off wavelength for this fiber is 920 nm, meaning that for shorter
wavelengths the fiber is considered multi-mode. The 500 meters optical fiber provides a time delay τ0 = 2.4 µs,

such that any laser linewidth above 416 kHz is in the incoherent regime, as shown in Figure 3. The two beams
are combined in a beamsplitter and coupled into a polarization-maintaining single-mode optical fiber patch cord
(PM460-HP) with a cut-off wavelength of 420 nm for mode filtering. The mode-cleaned beam is directly coupled
into a fast photodiode (FPD), where the mixing between the two beams takes place. The spectrum of the
electrical signal from the photodetector is shown in a spectrum analyzer, where the optical linewidth can be
inferred from the electrical power spectrum.

Figure 4. Self-heterodyne linewidth measurements setup.

4. RESULTS
4.1 Laser linewidth
Figure 5 shows the power spectral density from the fast photodiode signal used in the self-heterodyne experiment.
For the case of a Lorentzian-shaped laser power spectrum, the displayed lineshape width is twice the linewidth
of the laser under test.13 A Lorentzian fit is applied to the data and the optical linewidth is estimated as half
the 3-dB width of the fitted lineshape (FWHM). The linewidth of the 589 nm beam with a Toptica distributed
feedback laser seed (DFB) is estimated as 1.34 MHz. The linewidth of the Toptica DLPro laser seed is expected
to be much narrower and, indeed, it is expected to be within the coherent regime of our setup (see Figure 3).
Our results show that, when using the DLPro seed, different resolution settings of the spectrum analyzer lead
to different estimates of the laser linewidth. As shown by Horak,14 self-heterodyne measurements with a delay
line shorter than the coherence time underestimate the actual linewidth. Therefore, our result of 0.02 MHz
linewidth should be considered a lower limit. Because we have accurately determined the true linewidth of the
Toptica DFB laser, we present the return flux measurements carried out only with this laser seed. Reported
measurements of the lifetime for the 32 P3/2 state give approximately 16.2 ns.15 The inverse of the lifetime τ
gives the spontaneous decay rate Γ which represents the natural linewidth (as angular frequency) of spontaneous
emission. The FWHM natural linewidth of the 32 P3/2 state is δν = Γ/2π = 1/(2πτ ) = 9.8 MHz. Because the
laser linewidth is smaller than the natural linewidth of sodium, it can only be resonant with one velocity class
and it is considered as a single-frequency laser.

pump: 44W, measured FWHM: 2.67 MHz ⟹ laser FWHM: 1.34 MHz pump: 44W, measured FWHM: 0.04 MHz ⟹ laser FWHM: 0.02 MHz
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Figure 5. Power spectral density with a Lorentzian fit of the electrical signal from the self-heterodyne linewidth measurement setup, for a Toptica DFB 100 (left) and Toptica DLpro (right) laser seed at 1178 nm. Beat notes are obtained at
589 nm.

4.2 Beam size
Figure 6 shows the x and y axis transverse beam profile obtained with a Thorlabs CCD beam profiler for
the apodized beam. Even though the profile is not ideally flat-top it shows substantially higher homogeneity
throughout its aperture.
The CCD was positioned at a distance d=185 mm from a focusing lens of 2” aperture and focal length
f =250 mm, so the measured beam size must be scaled to obtain the actual beam size at the entrance of the lens
according the following relationship:
R0 = R1

f
,
f −d

(4)

where R0 is the radius of the collimated beam and R1 is the measured beam radius at the distance d. In our
case, this relationship becomes R0 = R1 × 3.84.
The effective beam diameter measured with the CCD is Deff = 5.57 mm, so the effective diameter of the
collimated beam is D0 =21.4 mm. This value is later used to calculate the beam area and the irradiance for a
given measured power.
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Figure 6. X and Y axis beam profile measurements of the laser focused with a f =250 mm lens into a CCD plane at 185
mm from the input side of the vapor cell. The beam size has been scaled using the equivalence relationships. The effective
flat-top profile is plotted for each axis.

4.3 Sidebands
The 1.713 GHz sidebands were generated by using a resonant electro-optic modulator (QUBIG EO-NA23-5K).
The EOM generates two sidebands, although only the higher frequency is resonant with the D2 b sodium transition. The “red” sideband (lower frequency) is unused. The repumping power ratio q is:
q=

PD2b
,
PD2a + PD2b

(5)

where PD2a and PD2b are the power in the D2 a and D2 b transitions respectively.
A sideband power ratio of q = 10.7% was achieved with 30 dBm of radiofrequency power. Figure 7 shows
the spectrum of the laser obtained with a Fabry-Perot spectrum analyzer at the output of the EOM.

Figure 7. Spectrum of the laser as seen by a Fabry-Perot spectrum analyzer. The sideband power ratio q is 10.7%.

4.4 Fluorescence spectrum
The backward fluorescence spectrum was measured using a narrowband beam of circular polarization and
2
3.3 W/m intensity scanned in the frequency range of −2 GHz to +3.5 GHz with respect to the D2 a resonant frequency. Figure 8 shows the sodium fluorescence spectrum measured in the backward direction. We
have simulated the return flux spectrum for two different values of polarization ellipticity: χ
b = 1 (circular) and
χ
b = 0.6 (elliptical). Although the polarization was set to circular using the waveplates, it is shown that the
result assuming an elliptically polarized beam fits better to the measurements. This is a symptom of a systematic polarization impurity that is discussed below. The spectrum also show signs of saturation seen as weak
fluorescence on the D2 b transition due to depopulation of the F = 1 ground state. Simulations show agreement
with observations.
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Figure 8. Fluorescence spectrum from a sodium vapor cell and simulated spectrum. The vertical line indicates the center
of the sodium D2 transition. The vapor cell temperature was 383 K and it was illuminated with a flat-top profile beam
of circular polarization and intensity 3.3 W/m2 .

4.5 Sodium return flux and simulations
Figure 9 shows the backward fluorescence measurements from a sodium vapor cell for a 1.34 MHz linewidth
laser beam resonant with the D2 a sodium transition. The magnetic field angle was oriented 3◦ with respect to
the laser direction with a strength of 0.3 G. The magnetic field strength and direction were measured with a
fluxgate magnetometer placed in the center of the oven in the absence of the vapor cell. The data are shown as
specific return ψ in units of (photons/s/sr/atom)/(W/m2 ). The data are accompanied by a simulation of LGS
return flux for a CW narrowband laser and a vapor cell done with the LGSBloch ADM package including all the
parameters measured above and specified in Table 1.
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Figure 9. Specific return flux ψ(photons/s/sr/atom/(W/m2 )) obtained with the 1.34 MHz linewidth Toptica DFB seed
laser and a sodium vapor cell without buffer gas. Solid lines are pure linear or circular polarization simulations, and
shaded regions represent polarization mixing uncertainty. Simulations paramaters are shown in Table 1.

The backward fluorescence from the sodium cell is measured with an amplified photodiode, whose analog
output is digitized at 100 Hz. Every measurement is the average of 200 acquired samples (two second sample
period). Each data point in the plots corresponds to the difference between the backward fluorescence measured
on-resonance and off-resonance, and divided by the respective beam intensity. An on-resonance measurement is
performed with the laser frequency centered at the D2 a transition, while the off-resonance background measurement is performed with the laser frequency offset by 2 GHz towards lower frequencies.

The statistical error bars given in Figure
√ 9, reflecting effects such as detector noise and laser power noise,
show the standard error of the mean σ/ N for each collection of samples, where σ is the sample standard
deviation and N = 200 is the number of samples. Figure 8 shows that for measurements intended to be with
circular polarization, the polarization was in fact somewhat elliptical. We have translated this uncertainty into a
shaded region around the pure polarization simulations (solid lines). The boundaries are simulations from χ
b=1
to χ
b = 0.6 for circular polarization, and from χ
b = 0 to χ
b = 0.4 for linear polarization.
The recorded signal (difference between on-resonance and off-resonance) and the noise for all measurements
is shown in Figure 10. The noise (σ) from on-resonance and off-resonance is added in quadrature. The signal
becomes small compared to the noise in the low irradiance regime. Increasing noise towards higher irradiance is
explained because of larger laser fluctuations. The background (off-resonance) measurements are also shown in
Figure 10. The background increases linearly with the intensity but with different slopes for linear or circular
polarization. The main sources of background are reflections from the pellicle beamsplitter and from the vapor
cell windows, that increase proportional to the input laser power. The different slopes for each polarization
are explained by the slightly different polarization splitting ratio of the pellicle beamsplitter used to collect the
backward fluorescence. The small difference in the background signal between laser beams with and without
repumping is explained by polarization rotation induced by the electro-optic modulator operation.
In all data sets, there is an increasing uncertainty towards lower irradiance values, because the fluorescence
signal approaches the noise level reducing the signal-to-background ratio of the measurements. At higher irradiance there are some jumps observed in circular polarization measurements. This might be explained due to
polarization rotation due to temperature rising in the EOM crystal.
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Figure 10. Left: Output voltage from the amplified photodiode for different light intensities. Solid lines show the recorded
signal (on-resonance − off-resonance) for each laser polarization and repumping. Dashed lines show the noise recorded for
the same intensity scans. Right: Background signal (off-resonance) showing the separation between linear and circular
polarization measurements, as well as the splitting when repumping is activated.

Table 1. List of calculated and measured experimental parameters for simulations of vapor cell return flux

Parameter
Laser wavelength
Laser linewidth
Polarization
Re-pumping frequency offset
Re-pumping power ratio
Magnetic field
Magnetic field angle in vapor cell
Beam diameter
Temperature
Velocity-changing collision rate
Spin-exchange collision rate
Beam atom exchange rate

Nominal value
589.159 nm
1.34 MHz
Linear or circular
1.713 GHz
0 or 0.107
0.3 G
3◦
Vapor cell Mesosphere
21.4 mm
230–1000 mm
383 K
170–190 K
Very low
1/(35 µs)
Very low
1/(140 µs)
1/(25 µs)
1/(6.0 ms)

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a laboratory experiment that allows the comparison of a continuous wave model for return
flux of a sodium laser guide star with the backward fluorescence from a sodium vapor cell. We have expressed our
results in terms of specific return for direct comparison with the CW sodium LGS model presented by Holzlöhner
et al.10
The measurements agree with the simulations and show that, with realistic input parameters, the CW LGS
model adequately describes the return flux from a vapor-cell. The experiment is mainly affected by low signal-tonoise ratio at low irradiance, and polarization impurities due to the optics chain and the birefringence dependence
on temperature of the EOM. Other parameters that introduce a systematic bias along the measurements are
the magnetic field angle and strength, and vapor cell temperature, inducing uncertainty in the optical depth of
the cell. Despite the seemingly large temperature difference (170
p K in the mesosphere vs. 383 K in the cell),
the ratio in Doppler broadening and atomic velocities is only 383/170 = 1.5. Moreover, atomic energy levels
do not depend on temperature. Finally, the lack of atom-atom collisions (hence, a large free mean path, no
S-damping and no “gentle” velocity-space diffusion with preference to the neighboring velocity classes) in the
cell may be regarded as a model of the situation in the upper mesosphere.
We have used a vapor cell filled only with a small amount of sodium. In order to better approximate the
conditions of the mesospheric sodium with a vapor cell we will use a vapor cell filled with nitrogen as a buffer gas,
yielding velocity-changing collisions and reducing the rate of spin-destruction collisions with the cell wall. Future
work involves the introduction of different measurement schemes for return flux and more accurate determination
of model input parameters.
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